Sovereign (The Books of Mortals)

Nine years after Rom Sebastian was thrust into the most unlikely of circumstances as hero and
bearer of an unimaginable secret, the alliance of his followers is in disarray. An epic battle
with The Order has left them scattered and deeply divided both in strategy and resolve in
their struggle to become truly alive and free.Only 49 truly alive followers remain loyal to
Rom. This meager band must fight for survival as The Order is focused on their total
annihilation. Misunderstood and despised, their journey will be one of desperation against a
new, more intensely evil Order. As the hand of this evil is raised to strike and destroy them
they must rely on their faith in the abiding power of love to overcome all and lead them to
sovereignty.SOVEREIGN wonderfully continues the new testament allegory that was
introduced in FORBIDDEN and continued in MORTAL.
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A war torn world where the Immortals, the Dark Bloods and the Corpses, to the Sovereigns
have fought for the supremacy of Earth.
Series, Book of Mortals. Genre, Christian Fiction. Published, ( FaithWords). Media type, Print.
Pages, ISBN Â· Preceded by , Mortal. Sovereign is a science fiction fantasy novel by Ted
Dekker and Tosca Lee, published in June.
Nine years after Rom Sebastian was thrust into the most unlikely of circumstances as hero and
bearer of an unimaginable secret, the alliance of his followers is.
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The themes in the novel will stay with you long after you've turned the last page. And though
the series is over, in typical Dekker fashion, there.
The Paperback of the Sovereign (Books of Mortals Series #3) by Ted Dekker, Tosca Lee at
Barnes & Noble. FREE Shipping on $ or more!. by caskeylees.comAuthor &
caskeylees.comAuthor includes books Forbidden, Mortal, and Sovereign. See the complete
The. Listen to a sample or download Sovereign: The Book of Mortals, Book 3 ( Unabridged)
by Ted Dekker & Tosca Lee in iTunes. Read a description of this.
Find great deals for The Books of Mortals: Sovereign by Tosca Lee and Ted Dekker (,
Hardcover). Shop with confidence on eBay!. The Books of Mortals has 7 entries in the series.
Sovereign. The Books of Mortals (Series). Book 3. Ted Dekker Author Tosca Lee Author ().
cover image. Author: Ted Dekker & Tosca Lee Title: Sovereign Publisher: Faith Words. Ted
Dekker and Tosca Lee's sprawling, futuristic The Books of Mortals.
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